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ABSTRACT:

This talk will highlight some of our recent work in bio-inspired photonics and plasmonics

related to controlling reflection at interfaces and nanoscale chemical imaging of surfaces. In the former,
synthetic 'moth eye-inspired' (ME) anti-reflective (AR) structures were created in different material platforms
for applications in IR detection / imaging and solid sate lighting. Large increases in transmission, bandwidth,
directional response and light extraction were obtained in a variety of IR and III-V nitride materials used for
electro-optics and LEDs. Effective medium theory, FDTD simulations, and quantitative measurements of
transmission, reflection and scattering were used to understand the optical physics of these ME-based
surfaces.
In the materials characterization realm, we are developing hybrid atomic force microscopes that
manipulate light below the diffraction limit (l/2) to locally image surface structure and chemistry at 'super
resolutions'. Nanometer-scale optical fields are created near an optical 'antenna' when laser light excites
plasmons (collective oscillations of free electrons) in the antenna material, allowing vibrational spectroscopy
and chemically-specific surface imaging below the diffraction limit. Examples to be discussed include super
resolution imaging of phonons in SiGe nanowires and various Raman modes of patterned organics.
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